
Manufacturer

Dart NEW! 
TamperGuard 
Snack Boxes Pactiv D&W Fine Pack (PDI)

Direct Pack
(company that makes 

BottleBox) Panoramic Placon Inline SnackWare PinnPack

EasyPack (the 1-comp 
skus are formerly 

"Nuconic" ) Polar-Pak (WNA)

Resin PET PLA
PET with 50% 

RPET Min of 25% RPET

PET 
Catalog references EcoKing PET 

w/up to 100% RPET RPET

PET (could be RPET?)
Catalog also states "BIOPAK  

PEToption" 75% or more RPET DPET w/ 10% recycled content RPET PET PET

Two Piece vs Hinged 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc Hinged 2 pc 2 pc 2 pc

Tamper Resistant, Tamper Evident Yes No No No No No No No Yes No No No

2 compartments: 
one small |one large x x x

2 compartments: 
compartments are same size

x
2 skus, different base heights

x
same sku - 2 different combo pk cts x

3 compartments:
two equal small |one large x

3 compartments & well x x

x 
shallower and slightly different 

configuration 

x
CCLR lid seals the well for leak 

resistant compartment

4 equal compartments 
shallow base x x x x x

4 equal compartments 
Deeper base x x x x

x
(2 smaller and 2 larger 

compartments)

x (two options of 4comp)
One version is 4 equal 

compartments
One version is 2 smaller and 2 
larger comaprtments like D&W 

x 
x

Total Number of Compartmented 
Sizes 5 4 1 4 2 2 2 1 3 1 1 0

24oz Single Compartment x x x x x x

32oz single compartment x x x x x x x x x x

Additional SINGLE compartment 
sizes other than 24oz and 32oz 48oz, 60oz

20oz domed bottom, 26oz, 28oz, 
28oz dome bottom, 44oz, 48oz

10oz, 12oz, 16oz, 36oz, 48oz, 
64oz, 80oz 48oz

12oz, 14oz, 16oz, 20oz dome, 
44oz, 48oz, 51oz, 60oz

12oz, 16oz, 24oz dome 
base, 44oz, 48oz 28oz, 48oz

Total Number of Single Compartment 
Sizes 2 1 1 3 0 0 8 9 3 10 7 31

Recessed TE/TR lid x x

Recessed Non TE/TR lid x x x x x x x x x x

Overcap Lid x x x x x

Leak Resistant Perimter Seal Yes. No No No Yes

4 equal comp version - NO
2 even, 2 uneven comp version  - 

YES No Yes Yes No No No

Good Resistance to Compartment 
Cross Contamination
(i.e: sunflower seeds DON'T 
migrate) Yes. No n/a No No No No No Yes n/a n/a n/a

Additional Notations Pertaining to 
Competitive Lines:

Single and compartment lines have 
been in the market for over a 
decade.
Per market feedback:
- lid fit is loose and lids come off too 
easy

In the market for at least 3 years
4comp also offered with black base

Even compartment container in mkt 
for at least 3 years, uneven 
compartments version introduced 
2016

In market for several years but 
more focused on food packers - 
per market feedback they have 
pallet quantity minimums on most 
sizes

Other than the 4 comp base 
which was introduced 2018, 
bases are 1 comp in diff depths, 
clr and blk options, with several 
insert options 

Initial line intro May 2017, then 
expanded 2018 w/24oz,32oz,4c 
shallow

In market for several years but 
more focused on food packers - 
per market feedback they have 
pallet quantity minimums on most 
sizes

Nuconic was a separate 
company but now their skus 
appear on the EasyPak 
website

Have been in market for 
several years

Dart competitive advantages vs each 
competitive line:

Dart advantages vs Pactiv:
-TE/TR
- SBTG3 is unique to DART
-Better lid fit
-Leak resistant seal
-Better compartment cross 
contamination resistance
-The well of our 3comp w/well takes 
more portion container sizes

Dart advantages vs D&W:
-TE/TR
-SBTG3 is unique to Dart 
-Better compatrment cross 
contamination resistance
-We have a more extensive line 
-They only offer combo packs

Dart advantages vs Direct Pack:
-TE/TR
-SBTG3 is unique to Dart
-Better compatrment cross 
contamination resistance
-We have a more extensive line
-vs their 4comp equal compartment 
version we have a leak resistant 
seal, they don't
- They only offer combo packs

Dart advantages vs Panoramic:
- TE/TR 
- SBTG3 is unique to Dart
-Better compartment cross 
contamination resistance
-We have more compartmented 
options
-We have better leak resistance
-Reportidly they have very high min 
order quantities

Dart advantages vs. Placon:
- TE/TR
-We have more compartmented 
offerings 
- More plastic parts with 
GoCubes vs Dart - our 
compartments are built in

Dart advantages vs. Inline:
- Better tamper evidence
- Easier to close
-We have more compartmented 
offerings, including our unqiue 
SBTG3 
-Our line is 2pc which is what 
majority of offering in 6" x 6" are

Dart advantages vs PinnPack:
-TE/TR
-They don't offer compartmented 
options
-Leak resistant seal
- Reportidly they have very high 
min order quantities

Dart advantages vs 
EasyPack/Nuconic:
-TE/TR
-They don't offer 
compartmented options
-Leak resistant seal

Dart advantages vs WNA 
Polar-Pak:
-TE/TR
-They don't offer 
compartmented options
-Leak resistant seal

Feature Cross Reference Chart

Initail PLA line intro 2013, have added 
more PLA skus and the RPET skus in 
past few yrs.  
Per market feedback:
- lid fit is loose and lids come off too 
easy
- preference for PET, not PLADart advantages vs Fabri-kal:
-TE/TR
-24oz single comp
- SBTG3 is unique to DART
-Better lid fit
-Leak resistant perimter seal 
- Better compartment cross 
contamination resistance
-The well of our 3comp w/well takes 
more portion container sizes & ours is 
same height as rest of our base so not 
tippy.

Competitive 6" x 6" Square Container Lines (Single and Mutliple Compartment Options)

Fabrikal 


